CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU

Brian Beaulieu
Travels from: New Hampshire

Fee Range: $15,001 - $20,000

Brian Beaulieu has been providing workshops and economic analysis
seminars in 7 countries to literally thousands of business owners and
executives for more than 30 years. During that period he has also been
consulting with companies who need a domestic and global perspective on
how to forecast, plan and increase their profits based on business cycle
trend analysis.
He is co-author of Prosperity in the Age of Decline, a powerful look at how to
make the most of the US and global trends over the next 20 years. Brian also co-authored Make Your
Move, a practical and insightful guide on increasing profits through business cycle changes and noted
by one reviewer as “simple, yet awesome.”
He is on the Board of Directors of the Ariens Company, a global leading manufacturer of outdoor
power equipment, and a member of the Investment Committee for NorthStar Financial Services, CLS
Investments in Omaha, Nebraska. Brian is also Chief Economist for Vistage International, a global
organization of CEOs comprising over 16,000 members.
Brian’s views have appeared in/on: the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Barron’s, USA Today,
CNBC TV, FOX Business TV, Knight Ridder News Services, Reuters, CBS Radio, The Washington
Times, Forbes, Atlanta Journal Constitution, KERA TV, Canadian TV and numerous other outlets. He is
a regular columnist and contributing economist to national trade associations and publications.

Most Requested Programs...

Brian’s presentations cover a wide variety of topics including short- and long-term global economic
forecasts, regional economic updates, an outlook on inflation, and the relationship of political events
and economic growth. He details what economic indicators executives should follow and provides
proven strategies for leveraging economic forecasts at the company level.
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